
>> Sonya and Karen, we have a feed of -- and it doesn't appear that this is going out. 
 
>> I haven't heard anything.  Waiting to view -- Karen -- okay.  Hold on, she didn't make you presenter.  
Hold on. 
 
>> Okay.  Or, make Karen presenter, okay? 
 
>> Karen? 
 
>> Yeah. 
 
>> Okay.  Are you guys in the same room? 
 
>> Yeah.  Okay, so show my screen. 
 
>> How do I get to the -- oh, here. 
 
>> Yeah, right there.  Okay.  There we go.  Let me just make sure.  Okay, yeah.  Hello everybody, sorry 
for that little technical difficulty.  We had to make ourselves presenter and get this so you can view it.  
So welcome to the second Bookshare and the final one of the first two.  And this is how to download 
from Bookshare, and how to handle some files, and all that.  And it's my pleasure to introduce Karen, 
but if we go to the next slide, once again, just to reiterate, in the invitation that you received, there's a 
link to go to Survey Monkey.  Please do the Survey Monkey after the presentation, not before, because 
the last thing in the Survey Monkey is a code that you must put in to get credit for Act 48.  And I will give 
that at the end of this Bookshare session, as well as, I will give it promptly at 4:00.  And it is my pleasure, 
once again, to introduce Karen Narvol. 
 
>> Hello, everyone.  Welcome today's session two, over the PaTTAN Bookshare webinar series.  I am 
your presenter, I'm Karen Narvol.  I am an independent assistive technology consultant and trainer for 
Bookshare, for Kurzweil Education and for Perkins School for the Blind. 
 
Today we're going to focus on how to download, save and open Bookshare books.  And so the big ideas 
for today, Bookshare provides several specialized formats for its copyrighted materials.  And I'm going to 
be talking about what they are, how to download them, how to save them, how to extract the files 
because they will come in a zipped format, and ten how to open them and read a Bookshare book using 
one of Bookshare's free reading tools.  And I will be demonstrating Read:Outloud Bookshare Edition.  
And then I'll also be showing you a website on Bookshare's site where you can get help and How To 
guides for downloading and saving and extracting files. 
 
Bookshare offers text-based access for non-copyrighted books to anyone.  So anyone can get public 
domain, freely distributable books, they're available to everyone.  So if you're looking for classics, like 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, or Hamlet or Moby Dick or Little Women, all of those are in the public 
domain, and there's no login required.  You can go in and get those books and download them.  They are 
available in HTML format and text format, so that you can read the books in a browser like Mozilla 
Firefox, or Internet Explorer, or Safari.  And you can also read them in another application that displays 
HTML or text files. 
 



Bookshare offers four formats of the copyrighted books to person with qualifying print disabilities; the 
first is DAISY Text.  Now DAISY is an acronym for Digital Accessible Information System.  A DAISY Text 
formatted book is the multimedia equivalent of a printed publication.  The second is MP3, and that's a 
common audio format.  And another audio format is DAISY audio, and that is an audio format that can 
be easily navigated.  These are both digital audio formats.  The fourth is BRF, which is a Braille Ready 
Format, and this is a digital Braille format. 
 
The DAISY format allows multiple modes of access.  A DAISY book is designed to be easily navigated so 
the reader can move around the text efficiently and flexibly.  And Bookshare produces DAISY 3 text 
format.  There's text and no audio, and it offers two types of DAISY Text files; one with images and one 
without images.  And members can choose whether or not they want the books with images, or not.  
And Bookshare is also incorporating image descriptions in its DAISY books.  DAISY is a very flexible 
format, and it can also support Braille output, including a refreshable Braille and hard copy Braille. 
 
Now if a DAISY book is well-structured by the publisher, a student can navigate easily and go to a specific 
chapter, section or page.  It's also DAISY applications often support a table of contents and index, and 
once downloaded, the electronic text in a DAISY Text file can be spoken to a reader using synthetic 
speech, and this is done by specialized software that knows how to speak the text.  Digital text also can 
be synchronized visually with audio for simultaneous reading and hearing the words read aloud, and the 
text can also be enlarged for individuals with low vision, as well as supported by most Braille displays.  
DAISY Text applications are often searchable, and depending on what the user uses to read the book, 
the application that they're using, notetaking and bookmarking may be possible with DAISY Text.  And 
several application have notetaking and bookmarking features that allow a reader to insert his own text 
and move from note to note, and bookmark important information.  And the two free reading tools 
offered by Bookshare, both Read:Outloud Bookshare Edition and Victor Reader Soft Bookshare edition 
offer many of these features. 
 
DAISY files also allow the user to increase or decrease the speed of the text-to-speech, and if there are 
images in the book, those images will be displayed, and if there are image descriptions, they will be 
available as well.  DAISY files are very helpful for students who are blind or visually impaired, because 
they offer multiple textual and auditory features.  And DAISY books offer students with learning 
disabilities a multi-sensory approach to reading; students can listen to the book and then review the 
print at the same time.  And students with physical disabilities who are using access technology are able 
to use DAISY books with their assistive technologies. 
 
MP3 is a common audio format.  It is considered a compression system for music; it compresses the file.  
It is also what is considered what is called a "flat format," because it is more difficult to navigate the 
tracks of an MP3 formatted book than it is a DAISY Text or a DAISY audio format, which are easily 
navigated if the book is structured well.  MP3 is a ubiquitous format.  It's found on most mobile devices.  
It is an inexpensive way to provide copyrighted Bookshare books to qualifying students with print 
disabilities.  And most students are familiar with the format, because they have MP3 players.  So it's very 
easy to download a zipped MP3 file to a computer and save it, and then extract those files to a folder.  
And if the reader is using an Apple device, such as an iPod, an iPad or an iPhone, the reader should use 
iTunes to transfer the files to their device.  And if they're using other devices, like Android devices, they 
can connect the device to the computer and then copy the MP3 files, as recommended by the 
manufacturer. 
 



Bookshare offers DAISY audio formatted files, and if the book is structured well, a user can easily 
navigate the contents of the book when it's played on a digital talking book player that provides DAISY 
audio compatibility.  And some of those players include the Victor Reader Stream, the PLEXTALK Pocket, 
and the Blaze ET.  Bookshare's DAISY audio files are audio only.  The audio is produced using text-to-
speech synthesis, and this is unlike Learning Ally, which produces DAISY audio files using human readers.  
So at important points throughout the DAISY audio book, Bookshare has inserted marks that allow 
playback hardware or software to navigate using those markers, and often books are marked up by 
sections and chapters and pages, so they're easily navigated. 
 
Students who are blind can benefit from Bookshare books in BRF format.  And BRF is an electronic text 
file that is transcribed into Braille.  And the user needs specialized software or hardware that can open 
and read BRF files.  Most users either open the BRF file in a software program like Duxbury, which allows 
them to view, edit or emboss the book, or transfer the BRF file to a Braille PDA.  Bookshare offers 
variable cell length as a setting in Member Preferences, so that books for students can accommodate 
different displays and Braille outputs.  BRF files do not contain images, and they do not contain text 
formatting.  And Bookshare produces both contracted and uncontracted BRF files, both in English, 
Braille American Edition, and also in Unified English Braille. 
 
Schools across the country are adopting UEB, which is Unified English Braille.  And all of Bookshare's 
books are now available in both EBAE, that's English Braille American Edition, and UEB, Unified English 
Braille.  And Bookshare has recently added information on its website regarding BRF, including 
information about reading Bookshare books using UEB and EBAE, and a link to this information is found 
on Bookshare's Home page.  And one of the newest resources on Bookshare's website is Bookshare's 
Braille Central, and this is especially important for teachers of the visually impaired. 
 
I'm going to now talk about folder structure and the importance of creating nested folders to store 
Bookshare books.  When you download and extract a Bookshare zipped book, you're going to notice 
that the book is composed of several elements.  It is very important to create a folder structure on your 
computer or other media in which to share Bookshare books, otherwise it's too easy to have the books 
land somewhere you didn't intend.  Also if the parts of a book are not stored together in a folder, the 
book may not work when you try to open it using an application program.  And since the books are 
copyrighted, it's important that they be stored in a way that enhances their security.  And you'll notice 
here on the screen there is a book that has been extracted, and all of the parts are in one place.  It is A 
Tale of Two Cities, and there are many parts to this book, including a folder for images.  And all of these 
parts have to stay in their folder. 
 
Now this is an example of an organizational hierarchy for storing and accessing Bookshare books on a 
school computer, on a network or other media.  And every school is different in how it stores files.  And 
school IT departments often establish the procedures for how to save files.  And teachers and sponsors 
should know and follow the system that's suggested at their schools.  But this is a hierarchy.  You'll see 
at the top there is the Bookshare folder, and then there are other folders underneath which would be 
nested folders within that Bookshare folder.  How you create your own folder setup is up to you, but it's 
very important to keep the book in its own folder. 
 
I'd like to demonstrate how to set up folders, using Windows 10.  I'm going to go to my Documents 
folder.  This is in my File Explorer in Windows 10.  And I'm going to create a new folder called, 
"Bookshare Books."  And to do that, I'm going to come up here to Home in the menu bar, and I'm going 
to select New Folder.  I have a new folder that is now created in the Documents area, and I'm going to 



call this, "Bookshare Books."  Now that I have my top-level folder for Bookshare, I'm going to create a 
couple of folders within My Bookshare Books folder.  So I'm going to double-click on the folder, and 
there's nothing in it.  I'm going to add a couple of folders.  I'm going to add one folder for a student, and 
I can either come up here to Home in the menu bar and create a new folder, and I'm going to call this 
my student's name.  So I'm going to call this, "Demo Student C," and you'll see here I now have a path.  I 
have Documents, Bookshare Books, and in My Bookshare Books I have a folder with my student's name.  
Now within my student's folder, I'm going to open it, and I'm going to put three new folders.  And I could 
come up here to Home and create a new folder.  And I've just created an English folder.  I can also 
create two other folders; I can either come up here to Home in the menu bar and do New Folder, or I 
can right-click with my mouse and come down to New, and Select Folder.  And I'll do one more by right-
clicking, choosing New, and choosing Folder.  So now I have three folders, and if I open my Documents 
folder, I can see I have my Bookshare folder -- Bookshare Books folder, and within that, I have my 
Student folder, and within my student folder I have three subject-area folders.  And these are all nested.  
So it's going to make it easier for me to download and save a zipped file, Bookshare file, into one of 
these three subject-area folders. 
 
The next thing you need to do after you create a folder structure is, you're now going to be ready to 
download books.  These are the high-level steps you're going to take to download a book from 
Bookshare's library.  And if you intend to download a Bookshare book and transfer it to another device, 
such as an MP3 player or a Braille device, you can skip the second step here, where it calls for 
downloading and installing software.  In future webinars, I'm going to be providing step-by-step 
instructions for downloading Bookshare books to many other types of devices, including Braille PDAs, 
digital talking book players, and augmentative and alternative communication devices.  What's 
important here is if you want to distribute the same book to multiple students, you will need to 
download a separate copy of the book for each student.  Now during the download process, you'll have 
the option to select multiple member names, and at the Finish page, you'll see a separate book file for 
each member you selected.  Select each file to begin the download process.  Bookshare books may be 
copied to other media, like a CD or a flash drive, if you want to transfer that book to a student.  But you 
have to remember, the books must stay in the possession of a qualified member; they can't be handed 
over to someone other than the student for whom it was downloaded. 
 
If you don't already have software for reading DAISY Text formatted books, you can download one of 
the free versions available with Bookshare membership.  And the free software that comes with 
Bookshare membership can be installed on all computers that a student uses to read the books, 
including a personal computer at home.  And the two free DAISY readers that are available are Victor 
Reader Soft and Read:Outloud, Bookshare editions.  Victor Reader Soft Bookshare edition was designed 
for people who are blind or who have low vision.  And if a student is a screen reader user, he or she can 
use this program if they want a fuller-feature DAISY reader.  Victor Reader Soft only reads Bookshare 
books, no other formats, and it's available only for Windows.  It's a self-voicing program, and features 
text-to-speech, and highlighting and bookmarking features. 
 
Read:Outloud Bookshare Edition was designed for people with learning disabilities, and it is not 
recommended for use with screen readers.  And like Victor Reader Soft, Read:Outloud only reads 
Bookshare books; the Bookshare edition of Read:Outloud only reads Bookshare books, and no other 
formats.  And this software program offers text-to-speech for multi-modal reading, it offers 
bookmarking, notetaking, and other study skill features.  And Read:Outloud works with Windows, but it 
doesn't work with newer versions of the Mac operating system.  So if you're using Mavericks, Yosemite 
or El Capitan, Read:Outloud Bookshare Edition does not work with those operating systems.  Future 



versions of these two programs are not being developed, so for schools using Macs, I recommend using 
another software program that reads Bookshare books, such as Kurzweil 3000, or Read & Write Gold.  
High quality Acapela voices are available for both programs, and they can be downloaded from 
Bookshare's website.  However, these voices don't work with recent Windows operating systems.  So if 
you're running Read:Outloud in Windows 8.1 or Windows 10, you will need to use the two high quality 
Microsoft voices, and they are David and Zera, and they work very well in Read:Outloud, and also in 
Victor Reader Soft. 
 
Now if you want to download the free software, you have to log in.  So after you log in, you can click on 
My Bookshare, and there will be a link on the left.  And the left, it will say, Download Reading Tools.  It's 
right here on the left, under My Bookshare.  And you can download Read:Outloud, Victor Reader Soft 
and the Acapela voices. 
 
Now in order to download a Bookshare book, you will need to search or browse for the book you want.  
And you can use the Search box, or the Advanced Search, or the Browse links.  And if you put the name 
of the book in double quotes, the Search will narrow the results to only those books that include those 
words together.  And you can view the results of your Search in a list view or a table view; here you're 
seeing it in a list view.  And then when you get the book you want, you would begin the Download 
button to begin the Download process. 
 
Next you're going to select a member who will receive the downloaded book, and you can select more 
than one member.  But you will receive a different book to download for each member.  You will also 
elect the download format for that student, and the format options are going to be DAISY Text, MP3, 
DAISY Audio, or BRF.  And you can see that here.  Here I've checked the student that I want to download 
a book for.  I have chosen the download format, and then I will click on Download Books.  Once I click on 
Download Books, I'm going to get a confirmation page.  And this Confirm Book Download page is where 
you confirm that you want to download the book for the member or members. 
 
After confirming the book download, you're going to be taken to the My History page, which is right 
here.  You're going to see it up in the upper left.  You will look at the status of the book download.  If the 
book is available, you can click on the link right here, the available link, and it will open a window and 
ask you to save this zipped file.  You want to make sure you save it; you're not going to open it, you're 
going to save it. 
 
If the book has images or requires time to download due to its size, you're going to see instead of an 
"Available" link under Status, you're going to see an "In Progress" link under Status.  And what that 
means is that the book is being packaged, and because of its size, it's going to take a bit of time to do 
that.  So you will receive an email when the book is available, and the book will be available for 
download for a week or so, and if you don't download it by the date in the email that's sent to you, 
you're going to need to search for it and download it again.  Here's an example of a book that I 
downloaded, The Bully Pulpit by Doris Kearns Goodwin.  It is a huge book.  It has lots of pictures, but lots 
and lots of text.  And so it took a while to download this book.  So I got an email from Bookshare telling 
me when it was available, and then I was able to click on the link and then it was available to me to save. 
 
Once you click on the Save button, you are going to save the zipped Bookshare file to a computer, to a 
flash drive, to a network drive or to other media.  And the zip file should be saved into the student's 
folder that you created to store Bookshare books.  And if you're using Windows, you're going to see the 



zipped file is going to have a zipper on it.  So here you see the zipper on the file.  It means that all of the 
pieces of that book are compressed, and they're in one file. 
 
I'm going to demonstrate how to download a book.  I have to log into Bookshare.  I'm going to log in 
with my user name and my password.  Now I can download copyrighted books.  I'm going to search for a 
book using the Search box, and I'm going to put quotes around the book that I want so it narrows my 
results to just that book, and then I'll click on the Search button.  So The Rocket Boys of NIH, National 
Institutes of Health, I have two books here under my Search results.  One of those is a Bookshare demo.  
I'm going to download this book.  So I'll click on the Download button. 
 
Now I have to select a member or members to download this book for.  I can choose more than one 
member, but for this demonstration, I'm just going to choose Demo Student C.  I'll choose that student, 
and then I'll check over here to the right about the download format, since I want this student to read 
this book in a DAISY Text formatted compatible software program.  I'm going to choose DAISY Text Only, 
but I could choose an audio format, I could also choose a BRF format, and I can also set preferences for 
that student. 
 
So once I have chosen my student, and chosen the download format, I'm going to click on Download 
Books.  Here is where I get the Confirmation Book Download page.  And this is confirming that I want to 
download The Rocket Boys of NIH for Demo Student C, and that the format that I want is DAISY Text 
Only.  And if this isn't what I want, I can always go back and edit my recipient list.  I will click on the 
Download button, and I will be taken to the My History page.  And on the My History page, I see that 
this book is available, so I can click onto the status, I can click on the Available link, and it will allow me 
to save the file.  And when you save a file, it depends on how your operating system and your browser is 
set up.  If you have set your browser to ask you where to save files, it will ask you what location to 
designate your location.  Some browsers put the book in the Downloads folder.  So I'm going to click 
Okay to save this file, and it's asking me where do I want to save this file?  Well, I'm going to go to the 
Documents folder in File Explorer of Windows 10.  I'm going to go to my Bookshare Books folder and I'm 
going to open it, and I'm going to open my student folder, my Demo Student C folder, and I'm going to 
open my Science folder, because this is where I want to put The Rocket Boys of NIH book.  And so now I 
can just click the Save button, and now it has saved that zipped file into my student's Science folder. 
 
Once I have downloaded and saved that zip file, I have to extract it.  Zipped files look like this.  This is a 
Windows zipped file, this is a Macintosh zipped file.  Bookshare uses compression technology to zip 
books, or compress them.  And what this does is it creates one file per book.  And when it creates this 
compressioned, or this compressed file, this file is much smaller and much faster to download and to 
manage.  If you're using Windows XP or above, whether it's Vista, 7, 8 or 10, it has zip capability built 
into the operating system, so it's very easy to extract or uncompress that Bookshare zipped file.  And the 
Mac operating system also has a utility called the Archive utility that extracts Bookshare files.  And also, 
some districts use third party software utilities that extract zip files, and they will also work, in most 
cases. 
 
Now in order to open a book in a software application, you have to extract the file.  If you're using a 
Windows computer, you're going to right-click on that zipped file, and you're going to select, Extract All.  
If you're using a Mac computer, what I'd recommend is either you right-click or do a Control + Click on 
that zipped file, and select Open With.  And then you can select the archive utility or any other utility 
that will unzip that zipped file.  And for both Windows and Mac there are other ways to do it, these are 
just an easy way that I do it. 



 
After you have extracted the files, you can delete that zipped file after you've extracted it, because you 
don't need it anymore.  So this is what it looks like for extracting for windows.  So you will right-click on 
a zipped file, and then you're going to select, Extract All.  And then all the components of that book will 
be in one folder. 
 
For the Macintosh, you'll right-click, or use the Control key + click on a zip file, Open With, and you'll 
choose the Archive utility, or any type of utility that will uncompress the file. 
 
I'm going to demonstrate on my Windows computer using Windows 10 how to extract a zipped file.  So 
here I am in File Explorer in Windows 10, I am in the Documents folder in my demo student's folder, and 
I see three of the subject areas, and I know that that zipped file is in the Science folder.  So I'll open the 
Science folder.  And here's my zipped file.  This The Rocket Boy's zipped file.  Now to unzip it easily in 
Windows, I'm going to right-click, I'm going to select Extract All.  I can browse for a destination if I want 
to put that book, or extract that book, in another place on my computer or other media.  But if I want to 
put it in this place, all I have to do is click on the Extract button.  And what it did, it extracted that zipped 
file, and you'll notice all of the pieces of this book are together in one folder.  And because they're all 
together, they will work properly in an application program.  So let me show you how that worked.  
You'll see the path here.  Here I have -- now I have the zipped file, and I have the extracted file, which 
created a folder and put all of the pieces of the zipped file in that folder.  Now since I've extracted the 
file, I don't need the zipped file anymore.  I can delete it.  So I'm going to right-click on it, and I'm going 
to delete that file.  So all I have left is the extracted files in their own folder. 
 
Now how do I find the right tools for my students, for reading tools?  Well, students can read Bookshare 
books in multiple ways.  In multi-modal reading, text and audio are synchronized, so that the students 
can see the text and hear the words spoken at the same time, either on a computer or on a device.  
Students with low vision can read books using enlarged fonts.  Students can listen to books using a 
number of different technologies, including MP3 players or digital talking book players.  And students 
who are blind can read Bookshare books in digital or hard copy Braille.  So there are many, many options 
for reading Bookshare books, and more are being added all the time. 
 
There are several ways to access Bookshare books, and the key is determining what technologies work 
best for students, and equipping them with the tools they need to be successful.  So today I've talked 
about the computer.  I'm going to show how to open and read a Bookshare book using one of the free 
software programs, that will be Read:Outloud.  In upcoming webinars, I'll talk about other reading 
options, including downloading books to AT devices, reading books on mobile devices, and reading 
Bookshare books in internet browsers. 
 
Now Read:Outloud Bookshare Edition is one of the free software programs offered by Bookshare to 
members.  And the link on this slide describes how to install and use the program.  I'm going to 
demonstrate Read:Outloud, I'm going to open The Rocket Boys of NIH in Read:Outloud. 
 
Okay, I Have Read:Outloud for Windows up on the screen, I'm using Windows 10.  Read:Outloud in the 
past, if you're familiar with Read:Outloud, it allowed you to open books directly from within 
Read:Outloud.  You could go right to Bookshare's website and log in and open books directly into 
Read:Outloud.  That function, or feature, is no longer being supported.  So if you want to open a book in 
Read:Outloud, you have to use what is called the "eText," Add eText button.  And that Add eText button 
is up here on the left on the toolbar.  So I'll click on that Add eText, it will ask me, what is the book that 



you want?  And so I have to navigate to find the book I want.  So I'll go to the Bookshare folder, I'm going 
to go to my demo student's folder, I'm going to go to the Science folder, to The Rocket Boy's folder, and 
you'll notice only one file is available.  All of the other files are necessary for this book to operate 
properly, but only one file will be presented to you through Read:Outloud.  And then I'll just click Open, 
and it will open the book.  And I have the first -- the title and the author here on the first page.  I can 
change the view of what I'm seeing here by coming up here to eText Style up on the right.  And I can 
choose a different style.  Here's an example of large, black text on white background, large white text on 
black background, large yellow text on black background -- so there are a number here of different types 
of eText styles that you can use.  I’m going to go back to large black text on white.  And the eText Style, 
you'll choose that based on your student's needs and preferences.  I can begin to read this book by 
clicking here on the Speak button. 
 
>> The Rocket Boys of NIH, by Don Luckett, dedicated to researchers young and old who dream of a 
better, more healthy world.  A special thanks to Terence Boylan for sharing his story.  Thanks also Drs. 
Richard Mandel and Sam Joseloff for bringing the rocket letters to light.  The rocket boys ask for help. 
 
>> And I can click back on the Speak button, that will pause the speech.  I have two voice -- well actually, 
I have four voice options, but two very high quality voice options in Windows 8 and 10.  So if I come up 
here to Speech, I can come down to Voice Settings, and I can choose a different voice.  I'm going to 
choose the female voice, which is Microsoft Zera. 
 
>> Microsoft Zera Desktop. 
 
>> Now I will speak using her voice. 
 
>> Speak.  Help.  Terence Boylan and Bruce Cook had a dream.  They wanted to soar past the clouds and 
explore space.  It was a big dream in 1957.  No one had done it before. 
 
>> So I can decide what voices I want to use.  Read:Outloud also has nice study skill tools available so I 
can bookmark information by using my bookmark, and I can use Other Bookmarks.  I'm selecting the 
text and then choosing the bookmark.  And so I can continue to add information to my outline, which is 
on the right.  So every time I select text and click on a bookmark, one of the bookmark tools, it will put 
that text over here on the right into an outline. 
 
I can also navigate from page to page, by just clicking here, so I can go back and forward.  And I can 
continue to use my bookmark tools.  Now with my bookmarks here on the right in my outline, if I want 
to go back to one of these bookmarks, I can easily select it by double-clicking, and when I do, it takes me 
back to that bookmark.  So if I double-click, it takes me back to that bookmark.  I can also very easily add 
a note.  I'll just select one of my topics, click on the Note feature, and I can begin to write a note.  And 
then I can say Okay, and I have my note.  So I can add notes wherever I want in my outline.  I can look at 
-- using the Slide Bar, I can see just the text, I can see just the outline, I can see both the text and the 
outline, in a number of different ways.  This program also has a nice Bibliographer that if students need 
to cite their work, they can cite their work here, using either APA or MLA format. 
 
So this program works very nicely in Windows especially, and so does Victor Reader Soft works very 
nicely. 
 



There are a number of how-to guides and brochures.  There is a link on this slide that will take you to the 
brochure, and how-to guide page.  And you'll notice there are lots of how-to guides for adding sponsors 
and members, finding and requesting books.  And at the end, the last one, it says, "Extracting or 
Unzipping Downloaded Books."  This resource I have put on PaTTAN's website, which I'll need to show 
you, but it is available also on Bookshare's website. 
 
Let me show you where you can get the resources for today, the handouts.  If you go to PaTTAN.net, 
under Training, you'll select the calendar.  Then you'll need to scroll down until you find the Bookshare 
Overview and Downloading webinar link, you'll select that, and then to the right, there are Handouts.  
You'll select that, and you'll notice there a number of handouts here.  I guess I went too far.  And these 
are the handouts for the session one and session two.  You can download the PowerPoints and all of the 
resources that go with both of these webinars.  And they're easily downloaded here.  And they're in PDF 
format. 
 
And we can't leave without having an Action Plan.  So if you have not set up a folder system in which to 
store Bookshare books, you'll want to do that.  You'll also want to download a free reading tool, unless 
you are using another software application at your school.  You'll want to search for a book for a 
member, for one of your students.  You'll select that student and then select the download format for 
that student, and you're going to download, save and extract a book.  And then you can open it and read 
it with a free reading tool, or you can use another compatible application.  And if you don't have a 
membership yet, an organizational membership, you can also use the demo account.  So you could log 
in with the demo account user name and password, and download any out of copyright book, or one of 
the demo books. 
 
And we'll take questions.  Let's see. 
 
>> They want to know if you could download to a flash drive, and what size directory? 
 
>> Oh, can you download to a flash drive?  And yes, you can.  You can easily download any kind of a zip 
file to a flash drive, and you can also extract that zip file on a flash drive.  It will depend on the size of the 
book, so if you're downloading a book that has a lot of images in it, especially some of the textbooks 
that have a lot of images, you may want to make sure that your flash drive is large enough to 
accommodate that particular book.  And of course the more storage you have on the flash drive, the 
more books you'll be able to download.  You can also download the zipped files onto a flash drive, and 
then pull them over to a computer, and then just unzip them there as well. 
 
>> Will Read:Outloud work on a Chromebook? 
 
>> Will Read:Outloud work on a Chromebook?  No.  What works on a Chromebook is Bookshare's Web 
Reader, that is a Web-based application where you're using Chrome or Safari or Internet Explorer or 
Firefox to read Bookshare books in a browser.  But no, Read:Outloud will not work on a Chromebook. 
 
>> A question is, will Bookshare work -- will read -- you would read books on the Kindle? 
 
>> Will Bookshare books read on a Kindle?  Yes.  But you have to transfer them to a text file that the 
Kindle can read.  That is something that I will try to remember to post on the next seminar, or the next 
session, either session three or session four, of how you can read them on a Kindle.  You also have to 
remember though, if you do transfer them to a Kindle, the watermarking, the fingerprinting, all of the 



digital rights management piece goes with it.  So you want to make sure that that file is not distributed 
to any other student except for the one for whom it's been downloaded.  But yes, you can do that. 
 
>> Is there a reader available for Android? 
 
>> Is there a reader available for Android?  There is for Android tablets.  I will get into that, it's called Go 
Read.  It is an app for Android tablets.  Also for Android, you can use the Web Reader, I believe, as well.  
Question? 
 
>> Would students be able to add notes and bookmarks -- 
 
>> Would the students be able to add notes and bookmarks -- 
 
>> -- for iOS or Android apps? 
 
>> -- for iOS or Android apps?  It depends on the app.  Some apps may allow you to do notes.  I don't 
know that, and some of the bookmarks for iOS devices -- not as much as far as notes go.  For 
bookmarking, yes, definitely for bookmarking for some of the apps that are out there for iOS and 
Android devices.  And also there are third party apps.  For example, like Kurzweil and TextHelp have 
apps that also have features like that too, so it would depend on the app. 
 
Can you set the pace at which the voice reads the text in the Read:Outloud Bookshare Edition?  Yes you 
can.  You go into the voice settings, and you can change the pitch and you can change the pace, the 
speed.  Yes, you would do that through the voice settings. 
 
Is the advantage to Bookshare over Learning Ally its ability to use the PC and digital applications?  I 
never say that there's any advantage of Bookshare over Learning Ally.  I believe they are -- they 
complement each other.  They both provide -- Bookshare does a lot of its books, as far as digital audio, it 
uses text-to-speech because those kinds of format, DAISY Audio formatted files, are easier to produce, 
they're easier to download.  But Learning Ally, especially with its books that have human narration, 
there are great advantages to that.  And so I look at them as complementary rather than competing, one 
over the other. 
 
I thought I heard you share that Bookshare does not work well with Mac computers, did I hear this 
correctly.  Well, Bookshare works fine with Mac computers, it's that the Read:Outloud, the free 
Read:Outloud application no longer works with Mac operating systems.  So if you're using a Mac, you 
need to use another application, like Kurzweil 3000 has a wonderful application for the Macintosh that 
reads Bookshare books beautifully.  TextHelp also has Read & Write, that also works really well with the 
Mac.  So there are applications that do very well with Macs, with Bookshare books. 
 
Will Bookshare books read on an iPad?  Absolutely.  There are a number of different apps, Read2Go is 
one of them, Voice Dream Reader is another.  There are really superb apps that work, that you can 
download Bookshare books directly to the app on an iPad. 
 
>> And that's it for questions. 
 
>> Okay, and that seems to be it for questions.  Okay.  Here is your session verification and evaluation, 
to receive your Act 48 or instructional hours.  This is the SurveyMonkey.com. 



 
>> It's actually on the invitation. 
 
>> Oh, it's on the invitation, okay.  And so all you'll need to do is to jot down this input code, and then 
enter that when you're doing the survey, and it's k1s9bn. 
 
>> And I'm going to post it directly into the question area. 
 
>> Okay.  All right, so it will be posted, and you will be able to complete this.  The deadline for 
completing this with the input code is going to be January 28th.  So you'll have a week or so to do that. 
 
>> There's one more question.  What were the apps for the iPad again? 
 
>> Okay, the question was, what are some of the apps for the iPad, and I will be going over these in 
upcoming webinars.  Read2Go is a very nice app.  It actually was developed through Bookshare.  And 
Voice Dream Reader is another really nice app for the iPad. 
 
>> What also works on Macs? 
 
>> What works on Macs, if you're looking for applications that will read DAISY Text formatted books 
from Bookshare, Kurzweil 3000 for the Mac, so you would go to Kurzweil Education -- or, 
KurzweilEDU.com, and then TextHelp's Read & Write Gold also is available for Macintosh.  And that 
application has a DAISY reader that reads DIASY books.  So those two are nice. 
 
>> And thank you so much, Karen. 
 
>> Okay. 
 
>> I really appreciate it. 
 
>> And these are the topics that will be covered on February the 16th and March 2nd, so if you're 
interested in attending, I'll be talking about -- more about AEM, NIMAS and NIMAC, how to manage your 
members.  And I'll be talking about reading lists next time and the Web Reader, which are important 
concepts.  And then I'll also be demonstrating and talking about different assistive reading tools on 
March 2nd. 
 
Okay, and I think that's it, then.  Thank you very much for attending this session two Bookshare webinar. 
 


